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We Make a Difference.
DEDICATED TO ENHANCING CONTAMINATION CONTROL







Enhancing knowledge about contamination control








Establishing effective guidelines for contamination testing








Contributing to the development of international contamination control standards










Our Work
We foster collaboration, advance cleanroom environments, and contribute to international contamination control standards. Serving as a platform for idea exchange and support, we provide a robust foundation for contamination control, and we actively participate in the global contamination control community.
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Member of ICCCS






50+ Members






Platform for knowledge and good practices exchange










BECAUSE IT MATTERS.
WE ARE COMMITTED TO IMPROVING CONTAMINATION CONTROL.
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                                                    Elevating contamination control standards 
                                                    
                                                

                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            CCSNM is a non-governmental organisation, founded in 2019 during the inaugural CCSNM convention in Skopje, and dedicated to enhancing contamination control in North Macedonia. Through the development of educational programmes, activities, and the establishment of guidelines for contamination testing in controlled environments, we strive to elevate industry standards.
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                                                    Contributing to development of international standards
                                                    
                                                

                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            We bring together professionals from diverse sectors and industries, fostering collaboration towards the advancement of contamination control and cleanroom environments. As a member of ICCCS (International Confederation of Contamination Control Societies), we play a pivotal role in coordinating and promoting the development of international contamination control standards.
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                                                    Platform for knowledge exchange
                                                    
                                                

                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            Our society serves as a platform for the exchange of knowledge and working practices. We provide a valuable support network for companies and professionals engaged in cleanroom technology and contamination control. Together, we aim to create a stronger, more resilient foundation for the contamination control.



                                        

                                    















Our Mission











01
Enhancing knowledgeBuidling of expertise and raising awareness about contamination control and controlled environments.






02
Creating efficient protocolsEstablishing effective guidelines for contamination testing in cleanrooms and associated controlled environments.






03
Platform for ExchangeFostering the exchange of information about cleanroom technology and associated regulations.






04
Part of ICCCSActively participating in the development of international contamination control standards.








CCSNM is a member of the International Confederation of Contamination Control Societies (ICCCS) as of 2019.




Established in Switzerland in 1972 as a non-profit organization, ICCCS is dedicated to advancing contamination control. Serving as an international community for national societies focused on cleanrooms and contamination control, ICCCS currently boasts 20 members.

ICCCS actively fosters the growth and exchange of cleanroom technology and contamination control courses. It grants international accreditation to courses offered by members adhering to the IEC guidelines. Additionally, ICCCS maintains a liaison with TC209, the Technical Committee for cleanroom standards. Annual international meetings align ICCCS, IEC, and TC209.


GO TO ICCCS










JOIN
Any person engaged  in contamination control in North Macedonia and which subscribes to the aims and mission of CCSNM can apply for membership. Contact us to join.
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You gain acces to our resources and expertise and you exchange knowledge through our events on contamination control.
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You participate with and learn from ISO standardization activities on cleanrooms and controlled environments.
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You can benefit from various cleanroom courses and get an international accredited cleanroom certificate from one of the ICCCS members.

















KNOWLEDGE CENTER
In our commitment to providing you with the most comprehensive information, we invite you to explore a wealth of valuable resources and insights at ICCCS Knowledge Center!

How to Navigate: Simply click on this link to seamlessly transition to the ICCCS website. There, you’ll find a treasure trove of resources to deepen your understanding and stay ahead in your field.

What to Expect:
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Access a wide array of articles, whitepapers, and research materials covering contamination control topics.
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ISO/TC 209 Papers: Benefit from the expertise in international cleanroom standards, guidelines and specifications for various aspects of cleanroom technology.
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Stay updated on the latest trends, best practices, and innovations related to contamination control and cleanrooms.













EVENTS
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Life Sciences 360: Exploring Cutting-Edge Technologies and Trends


25 April 2024, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Organizer: NAYA Life Sciences

Registration link: to come
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International Symposium on Contamination Control and Cleanroom Technology


15-18 October 2024, Milan, Italy

Organizer: Italian Society of Contamination Control- ASCCA

Registration link



















Fill out the form and we'll be in touch soon!
GET IN TOUCH WITH US
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E-MAIL US[email protected]


SEND E-MAIL
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